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  Refractors 
Refractors are what one thinks of as the classical 

telescope. They use an objective lens to create an image of 

distant objects (such as a planet) and an eyepiece to 

magnify and view that image. The objective lens is usually 

designed to reduce the amount of chromatic aberration 

(false colour - caused by the lens acting like a prism and 

dispersing the light 
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Types of Refractors 
Refractors come in two basic types, achromatic and 

apochromatic.  The difference lies in the quality of the objective 

lens in terms of correcting an effect called chromatic 

aberration.  Chromatic aberration occurs because of the 

familiar prism effect of glass.  When light passes through the 

objective glass to be focused, each wavelength (or color) of 

light is bent by a different amount.  In a simple lens consisting of 

a single lens, this results in red light focusing farther from the 

objective than blue light.  In other words, the focal length of the 

objective is longer in red than in blue. 
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To correct for chromatic aberration, two lenses can be used in the objective.  A 

two-lens objective is called a doublet.  Each piece of glass has different optical 

properties, allowing chromatic aberration to be minimized (but not 

eliminated).  This type of objective is termed achromatic.  In an achromatic 

objective, the design of the optic is chosen so that red light and blue light focus 

to the same point.  This leaves green light focused to a slightly different 

point.  When dark adapted, the human eye is most sensitive to green light and 

much less sensitive to red and blue.  The green light is considered the primary 

wavelength in a refractor as this is what the observer's eye will focus on when 

observing.  This means the red and blue light will end up slightly out of focus 

because these colors are focusing slightly farther from the objective than the 

green light. 
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  In order to bring red, green, and blue light to the same focus point, 

three lenses must be used in the objective.  This type of color correction 

is known as apochromatic, and a three lens objective is called a 

triplet.  An apochromatic objective can minimize chromatic aberration 

to the point where colored halos cannot be seen around bright objects. 
   

http://starizona.com/acb/basics/glossary_t.aspx
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Achromatic Refractor Pros & Cons 
 

•Terrestrial/celestial observing  

•Not very good for photography  

•Usually less compact than a similar diameter apochromatic    

 refractor  

•Relatively inexpensive  

 

Apochromatic Refractor Pros & Cons 
 

•Terrestrial/celestial observing  

•Excellent for photography  

•Usually more compact than a similar diameter achromatic  

 refractor  

•Expensive  
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        Refractor Prices 

 
Refracting telescopes probably cover the widest price range of any telescope type.  

•  A good quality refractor will start around $200-300.   

 This will get you a small (70-90mm aperture) achromatic refractor on a small equatorial  

 mount.   

 

•  A good goto achromatic refractor will start around $300-400.  High-quality doublet 

"apo" refractors are dropping considerably in price of late.  With an equatorial mount, 

such scopes in the 80-100mm aperture range start at under $1000.  

 

•  Better "apo" doublets can cost $2000 or more for a 100mm aperture.  True 

apochromatic triplets in the 80-100mm range can start under $1000 if they do not 

incorporate exotic glasses.   

•The best apochromatic triplets will cost almost $1000 per inch of aperture for the 

telescope only (not including a mount).  

 

•  A high-quality 10" refractor with a suitable mount might cost as much as a new BMW 

M3 sports car.  Although, as cool as an M3 is, a scope like that will take you a lot farther 

a lot faster!  But it can be seen why refractors are only common in smaller sizes and why 

less-expensive reflectors are much more popular in larger apertures. 

   

http://starizona.com/acb/basics/glossary_g.aspx
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Above:  When the item on the left is the obvious choice, you're truly an addicted 

astronomer.  0 to 60 million light-years in 4.8 seconds. 
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 Reflectors 
 
Reflecting telescopes use a concave mirror to focus the light 

from an object, rather than using a lens as the refractors do. 

An eyepiece lens is still used to magnify and observe the 

resulting image. 

 

The two main configurations of reflector are the Newtonian 

and the Cassegrain.  
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For sixty years after the invention of the astronomical telescope, all telescopes 

were refractors.  However, refractors suffer from chromatic aberration because 

the different colors of light do not focus to the same point.  Isaac Newton 

studied this problem (in his free time between inventing calculus, developing 

modern physics, and being beaned on the noggin by gravitationally-

accelerated apples) and came to the conclusion that a refractor free of 

chromatic aberration could not be built.  (Eventually, modern glass types have 

allowed excellent quality refractors to be built, but not until 300 years after 

Newton's time.)  Newton's ingenious solution was to use a mirror instead of a 

lens to gather light.  A telescope with only mirrors does not suffer from 

chromatic aberration.  Newtonian telescopes are much less expensive to 

make than refractors of similar size, so they are a very popular design. 
  

      Newtonians 

http://starizona.com/acb/basics/equip_telescopes_refractors.aspx
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Schmidt-Newtonian telescopes are a modified version of a 

standard Newtonian.  They incorporate a Schmidt corrector lens 

like that found on a Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope.  This lens 

minimizes some of the aberrations associated with a standard 

Newtonian.  Schmidt-Newtonians are usually well-suited to both 

visual observing and photography.  The name of these scopes is 

usually shortened to Schmidt-Newt 

Schmidt-Newtonian 
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Maksutov-Newtonians are very much like Schmidt-Newtonians 

except that they use a meniscus corrector lens like that of a 

Maksutov-Cassegrain to minimize the aberrations found in standard 

Newtonians.  They tend to have excellent optical performance and 

are good for photography as well.  The name Maksutov-Newtonian 

is often shortened to Mak-Newt 

Maksutov-Newtonians 

http://starizona.com/acb/basics/equip_telescopes_makcass.aspx
http://starizona.com/acb/basics/equip_telescopes_makcass.aspx
http://starizona.com/acb/basics/equip_telescopes_makcass.aspx
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Spot diagrams showing the size and shape of stars at the edge 

of a 1° field in a standard Newtonian and each catadioptric 

Newtonian.  

 
The corrector lens in a Schmidt-Newtonian is relatively thin (about 3% 

of the aperture).  This allows the telescope to equalize to ambient 

temperature faster than the thick (10% of the aperture) meniscus 

corrector in a Maksutov-Newtonian. 
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Dobsonian Mount 

                 Equatorial Mount 

   Home Made Mount 

         Massive Mounts 

Mounting Options 
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   Newtonian Prices 

 
Newtonian telescopes provide the most bang for the buck.  They are the 

least expensive type of telescope for a given size.  This makes them very 

popular for deep-sky observing where having a lot of aperture is important.  

  

• A good-quality Newtonian reflector will start around $200-250.  This will be 

a non-computerized scope around 4-5" in aperture on an equatorial 

mount.  Such a telescope will provide automatic tracking, but will not 

automatically locate objects.   

 

• A good-quality computerized Newtonian will start around $350 and it will 

track as well as find objects automatically.  Probably the most popular size 

for Newtonians is in the 6" to 8" aperture range.  Such scopes cost around 

$400-600 for equatorially mounted but non-computerized models and 

around $800-1000 for computerized versions 
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Schmidt-Newtonian and Maksutov-Newtonian Prices 
 

•The most common sizes for catadioptric Newtonians are between 5" and 10" in 

aperture.  Some larger Maksutov-Newtonians are manufactured, but these are 

specialized, expensive instruments.  

 

• Schmidt-Newtonians are generally inexpensive, compared to equivalent-

aperture Schmidt-Cassegrains, although they are a bit more expensive than an 

equivalent Newtonian.  They are well-suited to deep-sky viewing and imaging, if 

mounted on an adequate equatorial mount.  Schmidt-Newtonians usually cost 

about $700 to $1300 for computerized goto models.  

 

• Maksutov-Newtonians are usually more expensive for a given size, but are 

excellent quality telescopes, providing exquisite views, often comparable to a 

similar-sized apochromatic refractor.  A good quality 5" Mak-Newt starts around 

$900 for the optical tube only (no mount).  7" Mak-Newts can run from $2500-

5000, again for the optical tube only.  Instruments larger than 8" in aperture are 

usually custom made items and can cost over $10,000. 

http://starizona.com/acb/basics/glossary_e.aspx
http://starizona.com/acb/basics/glossary_a.aspx
http://starizona.com/acb/basics/equip_telescopes_refractors.aspx
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Schmidt-Cassegrains telescopes (SCTs) have become one of the 

most popular types of telescopes.  This is due to the versatility and 

compactness of the optical design.  SCTs are only about twice as 

long as their aperture, making them highly portable.  They are also 

well-suited to a number of applications including photography and 

terrestrial observing as well as stargazing.  Most new SCTs are 

computerized, adding to their ease of use and portability. 
  

Schmidt-Cassegrains 

http://starizona.com/acb/basics/glossary_a.aspx
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Varieties of Cassegrain Telescopes 

 
So what makes a Schmidt-Cassegrain different from a Maksutov-

Cassegrain, or just a plain old Cassegrain?  The answer has to do with 

the corrector lens at the front of the scope.  

http://starizona.com/acb/basics/equip_telescopes_makcass.aspx
http://starizona.com/acb/basics/equip_telescopes_makcass.aspx
http://starizona.com/acb/basics/equip_telescopes_makcass.aspx
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Varieties of Cassegrain Telescopes 

 

 

Schmidt-Cassegrain telescopes are a catadioptric design, meaning 

they use both lenses and mirrors.  SCTs are primarily reflecting 

telescopes, but they use a corrector lens to eliminate aberrations that 

would result from the mirror design alone.  In an SCT the incoming 

light passes through the Schmidt corrector lens (also called a 

corrector plate) at the front of telescope.  It is reflected from a 

concave primary mirror at the back of the scope which focuses the 

light to the front of the telescope where it is reflected again by a 

smaller, convex secondary mirror.  

http://starizona.com/acb/basics/glossary_c.aspx
http://starizona.com/acb/basics/glossary_r.aspx
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Varieties of Cassegrain Telescopes 

 
  In an all-reflective Cassegrain telescope (usually called a Classical 

Cassegrain), there is no corrector lens.  To eliminate aberrations, this type of 

telescope must have aspherical mirrors, which are difficult and expensive to 

manufacture.  

http://starizona.com/acb/basics/glossary_a.aspx
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Varieties of Cassegrain Telescopes 

Maksutov-Cassegrain telescopes are an alternative design to the similar 

Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope (SCT).  While similar in most respects, there are a 

couple differences that have prevented Maksutov-Cassegrains from 

becoming quite as popular as SCTs.  Probably not the least of which is the fact 

that SCTs have a nice abbreviation but no one uses the obvious MCT for 

Maksutov-Cassegrains.  They are often just called Maks, but this can be 

confusing because there are also Maksutov-Newtonian telescopes.  Here we 

will shorten the name to the popular "Mak-Cass".  Like SCTs, Mak-Casses are 

well-suited to a number of applications including photography and terrestrial 

observing as well as stargazing. 

http://starizona.com/acb/basics/equip_telescopes_scts.aspx
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Alt Azimuth Mount 

Side Fork Mount 

German Equatorial |Mount 

Equatorial Fork Mount 

Mounting Options 
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Schmidt-Cassegrain Prices 

 
Most SCTs are goto telescopes.  They come in a variety of sizes from about 5" to 16".  Within 

each size there are often several models with varying features, mostly in terms of mount 

features such as tracking capabilities.  The mount will determine the telescope's 

photographic abilities.  Some less-expensive designs eliminate the high-precision motors 

necessary for photography; they are still suitable for visual observing but will not be as 

good for imaging.   

•Most SCTs are fork-mounted, making them easy to setup and use, but requiring an 

equatorial wedge for long-exposure imaging.  Some high-end SCTs are sold instead with 

heavy-duty German equatorial mounts, which are typically more stable than fork-mounted 

telescopes, but are also more expensive and require more setup time.  Some inexpensive 

SCTs are also sold on German equatorial mounts, but these smaller mounts are not 

particularly well-suited to long-exposure photography. 

 

•The most popular SCTs are 8" in aperture.  An 8" SCT on a goto mount starts around 

$1400.  The same telescope with a mount capable of tracking accurately for long-

exposure photography will start around $2000.  Smaller SCTs start around $1000.  Larger 

SCTs can cost up to around $10,000. 

SCTs are also sold as optical tube assemblies (OTAs) without any mount for those observers 

who already have a German equatorial mount.  8" OTAs cost about $1000, with 14" to 16" 

OTAs costing $4000-6000 

http://starizona.com/acb/basics/glossary_w.aspx
http://starizona.com/acb/basics/glossary_g.aspx
http://starizona.com/acb/basics/glossary_f.aspx
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Maksutov-Cassegrain Prices 

 
Maksutov-Cassegrains cover a fairly large price range.  Small models (around 

3-4" in aperture) start around $300 on a small equatorial mount for automatic 

tracking.  Small goto computerized models start around $600-700.  Medium-

sized scopes will run about $2000 for a computerized model.  High-quality Mak-

Casses can be quite pricey.  An excellent 3.5" scope can cost more than 

$4000--easily as much as, or more than, an apochromatic refractor--and a 10" 

or 12" scope can run upwards of $10,000-15,000.  Such telescopes are amazing 

optical performers, though 

http://starizona.com/acb/basics/glossary_a.aspx
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Ritchey-Chrétiens have become popular in recent years for deep-

sky imaging.  They are intended primarily as photographic instru 

Ritchey-Chrétiens ments and are not as well-suited to visual 

observing, but for imaging smaller deep-sky objects such as 

galaxies and small nebulae, they are hard to beat.  Ritchey-

Chrétien is commonly abbreviated RC. 

Ritchey-Chrétiens 

http://starizona.com/acb/basics/glossary_d.aspx
http://starizona.com/acb/basics/glossary_d.aspx
http://starizona.com/acb/basics/glossary_d.aspx
http://starizona.com/acb/basics/glossary_g.aspx
http://starizona.com/acb/basics/glossary_n.aspx
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How Ritchey-Chrétiens Work 

 
RCs are a type of Cassegrain telescope, meaning they use a folded 

optical design like the more familiar Schmidt-Cassegrain telescopes 

(SCTs).  However, they are an all-reflective system, using only mirrors and 

no lenses.  Instead of the mirror being supported on the corrector lens as 

it is in a catadioptric design like an SCT, the mirror is supported by a 

spider consisting of four metal vanes.  These produce the common 

diffraction spikes seen as crosses on bright stars in many 

astrophotos.  Because of the folded optical design, RCs provide a long 

focal length in a short package.  This high magnification makes them 

ideal for imaging small targets. 

http://starizona.com/acb/basics/equip_telescopes_scts.aspx
http://starizona.com/acb/basics/equip_telescopes_scts.aspx
http://starizona.com/acb/basics/equip_telescopes_scts.aspx
http://starizona.com/acb/basics/glossary_c.aspx
http://starizona.com/acb/basics/glossary_c.aspx
http://starizona.com/acb/basics/glossary_s.aspx
http://starizona.com/acb/basics/glossary_f.aspx
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Ritchey-Chrétien Prices 
 
RCs are considerably more expensive than the common Schmidt-Cassegrain telescopes, 
but their performance is much higher.  Part of the reason for the high price or RCs is, of 
course, the hyperbolic optics, which are very difficult to manufacture.  But also, since 
RCs are intended as high-end instruments for advanced astronomers, they are also 
typically built to better specifications than most mass-produced commercial 
instruments.  
 
• They often include advanced features such as carbon fiber optical tubes (or truss 
tubes), high-precision mirrors, automatic control for focusing, etc.  RCs start at about 
10" in aperture.  These smaller instruments cost about $1000 per inch of aperture, while 
larger sizes cost about $2000 per inch.  
 
• The most common large sizes are about 20-25".  These scopes can cost over $50,000 
with a suitable heavy-duty mount.  32" and larger RCs are also available, although for 
obvious reasons (not the least of which is the quarter-million-dollar price tag for the 
scope, mount, and observatory) these are pretty rare. 
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Astronomy Technologies Astro-Tech 8" f/8 Ritchey-Chrétien  

About $1300.00  !! 
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So WHAT scope is best for me????? 
 

 

 

 

Is a Refractor Best for Me? 
 
For beginners who want a telescope capable of both terrestrial and 

astronomical observing, a refractor can be a good choice.  Above 

about 5" in aperture, refractors become very large and fairly expensive, 

so 6" and larger achromatic refractors are not very common.  For 

advanced observers who are looking for a high-quality portable 

telescope or a great wide-field photographic instrument, an 

apochromatic refractor can often be the best choice. 

Beginning observers who are not looking to do any terrestrial observing 

will usually be better off with a Newtonian reflector which will provide 

much more light-gathering power for the money.  Schmidt-Cassegrain 

telescopes provide the ability to do both terrestrial and astronomical 

observing with a much more compact package, so intermediate 

observers often choose these telescopes over a smaller-aperture, 

similarly-priced refractor. 

http://starizona.com/acb/basics/glossary_a.aspx
http://starizona.com/acb/basics/equip_telescopes_scts.aspx
http://starizona.com/acb/basics/equip_telescopes_scts.aspx
http://starizona.com/acb/basics/equip_telescopes_scts.aspx
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So WHAT scope is best for me????? 
 

 

 

 

Is a Newtonian Best for Me? 
 
For beginning observers who are not interested in terrestrial observing, 

Newtonians provide the most scope for the money.  For strictly visual 

observing, a Dobsonian is often the best choice since it is simpler to use and 

less expensive than an equatorial Newtonian.  However, for observers who 

want automatic tracking capabilities, an equatorial Newtonian can be a 

good choice.  However, keep in mind that 8" and larger aperture scopes 

get to be quite large and cumbersome.  Equatorial Newtonians can provide 

some photographic capabilities, but most commercial models do not have 

adequate mounts for such applications (although some do).  For those 

interested in serious deep-sky astrophotography, a Schmidt-Cassegrain is 

often a better choice, while for visual observing only, Dobsonians are much 

more popular. 

http://starizona.com/acb/basics/glossary_d.aspx
http://starizona.com/acb/basics/glossary_d.aspx
http://starizona.com/acb/basics/glossary_d.aspx
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So WHAT scope is best for me????? 
 

 

 

 
Is a Schmidt-Newtonian or Maksutov-Newtonian Best for 

Me? 

 
The main advantage of a Schmidt-Newtonian over a standard Newtonian is that it is better 

for photography.  Fast focal ratio Newtonians, which might otherwise be good for imaging, 
suffer from very large amounts of coma.  An equivalent fast Schmidt-Newt, on the other 

hand, produces much sharper star images across a wide field of view.  So, for a relatively 

inexpensive, large-aperture imaging scope, a Schmidt-Newtonian can be a good 

choice.  Keep in mind that most current models of Schmidt-Newtonian, especially in the 

larger sizes, are not adequately mounted for long-exposure photography and must be 

used with a larger German equatorial mount. 

Maksutov-Newtonians are more expensive scopes, but for an observer who wants the 

advantages of a high-quality refractor (wide field of view, photographic capabilities, and 

excellent planetary images) but don't like the high price, Mak-Newts are a good 

alternative.  They are still pricey, but nowhere near as expensive as the best apochromatic 

refractors.  They are typically slower than Schmidt-Newtonians (usually f/5 or f/6 instead of 

f/4), but are still fairly fast and good for imaging. 

http://starizona.com/acb/basics/glossary_f.aspx
http://starizona.com/acb/basics/glossary_g.aspx
http://starizona.com/acb/basics/glossary_f.aspx
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So WHAT scope is best for me????? 
 

 

 

 
Is a Schmidt-Cassegrain Best for Me? 
 
For observers who want to be able to do a little of everything, from 

observing to photographing, SCTs are a great all-around telescope.  They 

are very portable (at least in 11" and smaller sizes), and easy to setup and 

use.  They often have the latest and greatest features in terms of 

computer systems and other high-tech gadgetry.  If your only interest is in 

visual observing, you can get a larger-aperture Dobsonian for the 

price.  But most observers have varied interests and that makes the 

Schmidt-Cassegrain a very popular choice. 
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So WHAT scope is best for me????? 
 

 

 

 

Is a Maksutov-Cassegrain Best for Me? 

 
Although reasonably popular in small sizes, large Maksutov-Cassegrains are fairly 

uncommon.  A well-built Mak-Cass can be an excellent telescope, but they are 

primarily intended more for visual use or planetary imaging and not so much for 

deep-sky photography.  SCTs tend to be better suited to deep-sky imaging, 

making them a more popular choice.  While a good-quality Mak-Cass will 

outperform an equivalent-size SCT, it will also be considerably more 

expensive.  Within the same price range, performance is comparable between 

SCTs and Mak-Casses and SCTs tend to be more popular because of their 

versatility.  High-end Mak-Casses are an excellent choice for someone who 

wants the visual performance of a large-aperture refractor in a much more 

compact package.  The price of an excellent-quality, large-aperture Mak-Cass 

will not be much less than that of an equivalent refractor, but it will be 

considerably more portable and will require a smaller, less expensive mount. 

For beginners, small Mak-Casses are popular choices for compact, portable 

telescopes and for people who want a telescope that is suited to both 

astronomical and terrestrial observing.  These are very much like the popular SCT 

scopes, but Mak-Casses are available in smaller sizes so they start at lower prices. 

http://starizona.com/acb/basics/glossary_d.aspx
http://starizona.com/acb/basics/glossary_d.aspx
http://starizona.com/acb/basics/glossary_d.aspx
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So WHAT scope is best for me????? 
 

 

 

 

Is a Ritchey-Chrétien Best for Me? 

 
Odds are, if it is, you'll already know, since these scopes are intended for 

advanced observers who have decided that high-resolution CCD imaging is 

their primary goal.  But, RCs are not the only choice for advanced CCD 

imagers, so how do you know if you should get an RC versus a large 

apochromatic refractor or some sort of high-speed astrograph?  It depends 

primarily on what you want to image.  RCs are designed for high-

magnification imaging of small targets.  Most imagers who own an RC also 

own a small apo refractor for wide-field imaging.  These two types of 

telescopes perfectly compliment each other.  A more specialized telescope 

like a wide-field astrograph might be good if you have a preference for 

imaging only large objects such as nebulas and big galaxies.  But an RC has a 

bit more versatility.  An RC can be used with a focal reducer to allow a wider 

field of view, and with new large-format CCD cameras an RC can be used for 

small targets as well as all but the very largest objects 

http://starizona.com/acb/basics/glossary_f.aspx
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So WHAT scope is best for me????? 
 

 

 

 

It is ALL a Matter of Choice and 

Personal Preference! 

 

Happy Observing! 


